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An Appeal to the Humanities
BY RAYMOND ENGLISH
(Reprinted by permission of The Western Humanities Review)

I. Things in the Saddie
The literary intellectuals, unlike
the scientific, professional or polit
ical intellectuals, have always been
more or less unhappy, more or less
maladjusted, and more or less con
scious of failure. These conditions
are vocational diseases, or the ha
zards of being a permanently de
pressed minority; for the literary
intellectuals are distinguished from
other intellectuals not so much by,
their subject matter as by their tech
niques and instruments, which are
essentially subjective and introspec
tive, and by their influence, which
is subtle, private and delicately
emotional. Inevitably there is some
thing vague about literature and the
arts; they are not to be measured
nor weighed in the balance; they
are, for ail their pride and giory,
forever pathetically begging for at
tention, forever fearful of Time's
wallet, "wherein he puts alms for
oblivion." Science, medicine, the
law, administration, even politics
are, in results, practical and meas
urable, and in techniques, tangible
and experimental; compared with
these disciplines, literature and
philosophy are nebulous and intui
tive. Science is businesslike, firm,
determinate; literature dwells in a
world of shadowy, tragile, unpre
dictable relationships. A poet can
no more compel a reader to under
stand him than a lover can bring a
woman into his arms by arguments
to prove the need for propagating
the species.
This truth is as old as literature
4

and the arts themselves, yet it may
be that the iiterary intellectuals of
today—creators, critics, scholars and
teachers—are justified in their as
sumption that theirs is a worse pre
dicament than that of their prede
cessors. The complaints, the pro
tests, and the symptoms of persecu
tion mania among the literary and
humanistic intellectuals have been
manifold in recent years. It is, per
haps, possible to isolate one or two
of the prime factors in the neurosis
ot the gracious arts, although it
must be remembered that human
atiairs tend to be circular or selfmultiplying: to pick out the cause
of the neglect or frustration of hu
mane studies is not enough; for that
neglect or frustration become im
mediately the cause of some further
social phenomenon which in turn
reacts upon humane studies, and so
on and so on in a complex cumula
tive process that is beyond logical
analysis. To indicate the points at
which the decisive mistakes in man
kind's history were made is as im
possible as to say just when a crim
inal began to be criminally inclined
or to identify the precise moment
at which a business enterprise
started on the road to bankruptcy.
In short, the distressing predica
ment of the humane studies is a
phenomenon to be examined in hu
manistic terms: terms, that is, of
intuition, and of impalpable and unciassifia'ble factors of human nature,
which is endiessly mutable and elas
tic, capable of vast achievement and
of appaiiing failure. With this cau
tion, certain specific troubles of our
time may be diagnosed.

The first stumbling block of the
literary intellectuals today is social
democracy: the existence, that is, of
a powerful, naive and only partly
educated reading public. Such an
audience, it is claimed, corrupts the
artist, who must choose between the
epitaphs, "Caviare to the general"
and Best seller. R.I.P." The di
lemma certainly exists, but it is not
unprecedented. Democracy, in the
very general sense of the word,
seems always to bring an ineffectual
revolt of the intellectuals. The situ
ations which brought Platonic and
Neo-Platonic reactions in the fourth
century B.C. and the third and
fourth A.D. are paralleled in our
time by the conditions which called
forth the protests of Henry Adams,
Matthew Arnold and the many
esotericisms of the twentieth century.
The conservatism, the sturdy ti
midity, the resentment of new ideas,
of criticism and of experiment
which mark a democratic people are
evident to the shallowest observer.
They many be read in every news
paper and popular magazine; they
may be seen in almost ever)' film;
they may be observed even in the
numerous well-intentioned societies
which exist to prevent the expres
sion of disagreeable sentiments on
subjects ranging from the American
Indians to the bankers or the Ro
man Catholic Church. Not unna
turally the artist or critic with
something new to say or a new way
of saying it turns away in disgust
from the vulgar, cowardly banaiity
of the society he lives in, deciding
tfiat the gap between truth and the
public is too wide to be bridged.
The unsatisfactoriness of a popu
lar audience is only part of the
trouble to which humane letters are
prone today. The threat is intensi
fied as never before by the hurrying
advance of science, technical progress, material comforts and "laborsaving" devices. It is not merely that
radio, films,
television, pictorial
weeklies, tabloid journals, digests
of digests, and "comic" books make
intellectual effort of any sort less
and less needful or attractive; it is
rather that these developments are
symptoms of deeper evils. Those
evils appear to be rooted in the
crass materialism of the time. Phys
ical comforts, weaith, display, and
the distribution of property widely
through society are not in them
selves evil things, but when tTiej

become the ends of man's existence,
when every technical advance creates
a new and hitherto unwanted con
traption for the possession of which
men feel themselves compelled to
work and plan and go into debt,
then indeed "things are in the sad
dle, and ride mankind." The Old
Man of the Uea, fitted with mechan
ical spurs, is upon our shoulders: he
looks like a cross between Henry
Ford and Karl Marx.
The effects of these developments
have been on the whole inimical to
the good life as conceived in any
humane terms. A mind rendered
restless and dissipated by merce
nary ambition, by watching the
stock-market, by concern for the
next rise in prices or wages, by
fear of the next depression, and by
the problem of payments due on
mortgages and hire-purchases is not
the sort of mind that is capable in
its leisure of contemplation, selfless
thought, and the dialectic of ideas.
Such a mind—and it is apparently
the average successful mind in
America today—is unfitted for an
additional voluntary effort g reater
than the passive reception of familiar platitudes.
The trouble is not in forms of
economic and social organizations;
it is in the attitude of men towards
the business of living. The fabric
of contemporary socialist and even
communist thought and action is
woven even more fully than capi
talism of mere materialism. Physical
comfort, bigger and better industr
ial production, and the competi
tion for power and prestige are the
aims of socialism wherever it appears, and socialism, moreover,
carries a stage further than political
and educational democracy the re
duction of effective cultural activity
to the plane of the lowest common
denominator. The outlook is gen
erally dreary. Somehow or other
men's minds have been diverted
from the unselfish love of goodness,
truth and beauty, and from the de
sire and pursuit of the whole.
Here, then, are two principal
elements which produce defeatism
in the literary, humane studies at
the present time: on the one hand,
democracy and its concomitant, a
tyrannical and half-educated read
ing public, and on the other, a
materialistic and exhaustingly com
petitive society. These things are
exaggerated in turn by the failure
of the humane studies to reassert
themselves.

No doubt many additional factors
have contributed to the present pre
dicament. The monstrous hypertro
phy of scientific knowledge and
techniques, producing powers be
yond the control of human judg
ment; the protracted economic, ide
ological and international crisis of
the twentieth century, unparalleled
perhaps since the decline of Rome;
or the recent resurgence of intoler
ance and cruelty which our Victor
ian foiefathers thought had been
eliminated from human affairs;
these are a few of the factors which
are often adduced in explanation of
our troubled condition.
All these, however, are merely
evidences of the general failure of
the intellect, and especially the hu
manely-trained intellect, to take its
rightful place as the guide or bal
ance wheel in human life. It is
not fantastic to suggest that the re
covery of purpose and confidence
among the creative and sympathetic
exponents of the humanities is one
of the essential conditions of a gen
eral recovery of stability and sanity
in the world as a whole. Humility,
faith in certain ideals, sensitive and
cautious judgment based on wide
observation, wide learning and a
subtle coonsciousness of the com
plexity of life: these are the quali
ties markedly absent from our socie
ties; and these, assuredly, can be
reimplanted only by the efforts of
those who have learned them. Those
who have learned, however, will be
impotent propagandists unless they
acquire also a consciousness of pur
pose and of social responsibility.
II.

The Road Not Taken

It is necessary at this point to ex
amine the internal failure of the
humanities; for their fault is not
entirely in the stars. In this con
nection it is interesting to note that
the literary intellectuals in the
United States are at present passing
through a phase of heightened
awareness of their predicament, a
phase similar to that experienced by
the intellectuals of Europe in the
1930's. Thus, the principal gen
eralizations in the following brief
analysis may be drawn from the
facts of American experience. There
is a further justification for such
an approach in the simple fact the
United States is the dominant power
in the world. America is, for good
or ill, the nerve center whose re
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actions govern the world, and if the
intellectual guardians of America
fail in their responsibilities the re
percussions of that failure will not
oe limited to the continental United
States.
The weakness of the literary in
tellectuals in general may be traced
back to the original fallacies of the
Romantic movement, with all its in
dividualistic eccentricity, its Rous
seau-Byron-Baudelaire-Poe extrava
gances, and its vision of the lonely
and uncomprehended poet. The
Romantic Revolution was, of course,
a healthy and vigorous impulse in
itself, but it grew into a myth and
a hypnotic influence from which
modern literateurs have never quite
emancipated themselves. It led di
rectly into literary irresponsibility,
"art for art's sake," the concept
epater le bourgeois, and the vast
sentimental illusion that has made
the abnormal the interesting, estab
lished the lyric poem as the poetic
norm, and divorced literature and
the humanities from their previous
allies, history, political speculation
and economic analysis. No doubt
it was unfortunate that these latter
disciplines were infected with the
fallacious idea that they were sci
ences at the very time when litera
ture caught the notion that it was
something inspirational and aloof
from social responsibilities or the
rules of logic, tradition and experi
ence. Whatever the original com
plex of unfortunate circumstances
may have been, the tragic fact re
mains that a gulf has opened up be
tween certain disciplines and crea
tive intellectual activities whose
value depends largely on their mu
tual influences, relationships and
cross-fertilization.
Even today the teacher of "litera
ture and literary history, while paying lip-service to the social histori
ans, is prpne to emphasize in his
teaching the purely "aesthetic," or
the autonomous and subjective val
ues, in the particular literary work
with which he is concerned. If aske
what the use is of such an approach
to literature, he will probably reply
that it inculcates or cherishes sensi
bility and emotion in the student,
that it helps the student to under
stand himself and to make smooth
adjustments in his own personality,
or perhaps that in understanding
fully an author's meaning one learns
to understand one's fellow men.
These are good reasons, hut they
remain tinged with the egocentric
6

complacency of the Romantic Move
ment; they maintain too firmly the
barrier between the intuitive (or the
sensitive or emotional, aspect of
life and the logical, deductive or
argumentative aspects; they fail, too,
to maintain that consciousness of
moral responsibility which charac
terizes any great literature but the
romantic. To feel deeply and sym
pathetically is worse than useless, if
such emotions are unconnected with
the disciplines of balanced thought,
yet the Romantic individualistic fal
lacy, which still looms large in hu
manistic studies, takes the emotional
spasm as the reflex-test of literary
excellence.
To some extent the cult of esotericism today is not merely revul
sion against the average reader; it
is also, though it may call itself
anti-Romantic, influenced uncon
sciously by Romantic conceptions of
the role of the poet. This diagnostical detail is not, however, central
to the present problem; certainly
the rationalization of the with
drawal of the professors (academic
and others) of humane letters from
the hubbub of the market place is
strongly argued on the grounds of
the stupidity and unresponsiveness
of a democratic audience. "There
are in the United States not more
than eight thousand people worth
writing for," said a distinguished
literary figure some eighteen months
ago, and indeed there is something
in the remark.
Yet it may be that the trouble
is not so much in democracy as in
the hurry and strain and nervous
ness that men have evolved as a
way of life. As for democracy, a
broader sense of history—a truly
humane understanding—would help
those who condemn the great read
ing public for its conservatism and
timidity to understand that these
qualities are the very ones that make
political democracy possible. They
are the inevitable characteristics of
a strong and peaceful democracy,
and the literary artist, unless he is
prepared to jettison the whole concept of political, constitutional de
mocracy, must either make terms
with them, or accept the role of a
bird of passage in a dreary world.
That many have chosen the role of
detachment has been responsible in
part for the intensification in the
democratic peoples of the very qual
ities which the literary intellectual
resents, and which he alone can
judiciously temper.

The teacher, writer or student
who refuses the challenge of his
society, will, if he is truly interested
in his subject, which is man, find
no escape from his own conscience.
His task is not merely to express
something but to convey it, to carry
conviction and influence to others,
to lead the thought and discussion
of his generation. If he renounces
this duty, he cannot but be guiltily
aware that he has abdicated his
function. He cannot avoid the
knowledge that he has drifted into
a policy of isolationism, that is, like
all isolationism, selfish, barren,
Narcissistic and ultimately defeatist.
Here we touch, and can do no more
than touch, on that phenomenon so
much commented on in
the
twentieth century: the "treason of
the clerks," the treason of the elite,
the withdrawal and escapism of the
intellectuals, the submergence of the
"creative minority," or whatever
else it has been called. There is no
need to emphasize the obvious fact
that intellectual leaders who fail to
lead must suffer, as must also those
who need to be led; the resulting
neurosis on the one side and chaotic
apathy on the other have their in
evitable nemesis. The political isola
tionist is liable to appear suddenly
as the advocate of preventive, atomic
war. What role is reserved for the
intellectual isolationist? "Those,
whose teeth are too rotten to bite,
are best, of all others, qualified to
revenge that defect with their
breath."
After all this, it is reasonable to
ask how the intellectuals can resume
their rightful role, things being as
they are. The question is one that
should be addressed primarily to
the rank-and-file of the intellectual
army: the teachers in elementary
schools, high schools, and universi
ties and colleges. In the colleges
and universities the social observer
meets with a strange paradox; for
here, in a certain sense, the aca
demic intellect has come to terms so
completely with its society that it
has all but surrendered unconditionally.
One of the two basic factors re
sponsible for the present predi
ment if the literary and humane stu
dies is, it has been suggested, the
mental pattern of hurry, competition
and materialism which leaves men
without taste or energy for the
things of the spirit. This factor
might conceivably be corrected by
educational forces; but, in fact, in

the United States, higher education
is geared to the same motives and
mental attitudes as are business and
industry. The college student is
loaded with divergent courses of
study which dissipate his mind
while at the same time encouraging
hurried, competitive and mercenary
absorption of learning. The stu
dent's inner eye must forever be
mixed on his "grade" in the course,
just as the eye of the business ex
ecutive must never waver from the
ultimate profit of the enterprise.
Should the student, attracted by a
fragrant bypath of learning, turn
and follow for sheer love of a graci
ous thought, a bright idea, or a
challenging problem, the effects of
his digression may be as devastating
to his college career as the tem
porary aberration of a production
or personnel manager may be to
the credit-rating of his enterprise.
So do the guardians of the citadel
of the spiritual and intellectual
heritage of mankind betray the
watch-towers they hold. Diversify
the courses; examine for factual,
memorized knowledge; give as
many lectures as possible and en
force attendance with factory-pre
cision; make use of
objective
tests: such are the instructions of
the wardens of the ramparts. It
need be no matter of shocked sur
prise if the average college graduate
goes out into the world of business
and politics and Rotary clubs lack
ing any deep respect for the specu
lations and glories of the inquir
ing mind, and prepared to be as
dissipated and jaded in a restless
competitive society as he was in two
or three or four lectures a day, with
text-books and smatterings of great
thoughts, and the dyspeptic jolt of a
"quizz" in biology on Monday and
seven objective questions on Ptrradise Lost on Tuesday to keep him
in training for the empty fullness
of life that lies ahead. Here, surely,
is another inner failure of the in
tellectual leaders.
It is pre-eminently the duty of
the humane studies to bring back
into education a sense of proportion
and purpose. This will scarcely be
achieved by maudlin lamentations
over the invasion of education by
the instructors in techniques, but
rather by setting the house of the
humanities in order and by giving
real meaning and denght to those
studies which are concerned with
the endless adventure of mankind.
It is, unfortunately, a fact that the

humanities in higher education have
felt themselves compelled to imitate
the teaching and examining tech
niques essentially suited to experi
mental or technical subjects, yet it
is painfully obvious that five hours
of lecturing devoted to American
literature or to the history of the
Renaissance or to the philosophy
of Plato are not comparable in
value, or effort, to five hours' in
struction in a laboratory science or
in the operation of a hair-waving
machine. There is something radi
cally wrong in an academic system
which tries to weigh educational
achievements of utterly different
kinds in the same balance of a
"credit-hours" system.
This, unforunately, is the yoke
to which the humanities have
bowed their necks, in attempting to
compete on the same terms as those
disciplines involving more technical
and factual equipment. While pro
testing against the inroads made by
technical studies, the humanities
have accepted the educational
standards of those studies. Even in
graduate studies and research, tech
niques suited to science and to
"practical" training have impercept
ibly been transferred to the humani
ties and to the social sciences
which are not really sciences at all.
"Empirical tests," statistics, and the
pursuit of "facts" for their own
sake replace the effort at broad un
derstanding and personal, subtle,
lucid exposition of important matters It is a fact that even in the
true sciences the greatest advances
have seldom been made as the re
sults of research for its own sake,
but it may still be legitimately ar
gued that in such sciences pure re
search is profitable in itself. In the
humanities, however, research that
becomes an end in itself can be
disastrous in its long-term effects;
the same is probably true of history
and possibly of economics, political
science and sociology. Human na
ture is not measurable, consistent or
predictable: if it ever becomes so
the humanities will be properly
abolished.
A certain amount of dry-as-dust
research is no doubt essential even
in the humanities, but to assume
that a good teacher of literature
will emerge as the result of research
involving the computation of the
vocabulary used by certain French
poets, or that a teacher of politics
will learn his trade by analysing
public-opinion polls, is to make a

basic error. It is also an approach
to the problem guaranteed to cause
revulsion on the part of the student,
with resulting indifference on the
part of the great people of whom
the student is destined to be a
member. To apply the tools of de
tailed, factual, statistical investiga
tion to subjects requiring imagina
tion, sympathy and intuition is to
connect irrelevant factors with rel
evant problems: it is astrology; it
is the phlogiston theory; it is blind
ness in the soul.
In a sense the trend in the human
ities and social studies towards spe
cialization and obscure details is not
merely the consequence of a mis
taken attempt to compete with
science and technology on their own
grounds. It is also a further ex
ample of the cult of esotericism
which has already been noted; it is
an aspect of the false assumption
that anything which is popular,
common to all men and women, and
also generally controversial and a
matter of opinion rather than of
accurate and narrow precision, must
be alien to the higher flights of
thought and study. The effects of
this error may be seen in the sense
of impotence among the intellec
tual leaders of our community.
Enough has now been said in the
way of criticism of the literary and
humanistic elite. On the whole this
vital element in society has failed
to meet the challenges of democracy,
materialism and the fascination of
scientific and technical progress.
What needs to be done to correct
the situation is almost too obvious
to be worth discussing, but a few
optimistic words ought to be added
to this gloomy indictment.

III.

Towards a Revision of
Liberal Education

If the literary arts and studies are
to regain their necessary prestige
in society, it is important that they
should define their social functions.
One of their functions is obvious:
it is the production of full men and
women, that is of men and women
capable of free thought and free
action, capable of enjoying, un
derstanding and intelligently suf
fering the challenge of being alive.
To be able to stand outside one's
problems, to see them as part of
the human comedy and the human
predicament, is one of the greatest
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of all attainments, and it cannot
be achieved—except by geniuses—
without training and study. The
man or woman who is well-read
and who takes a vivid and personal
interest in the complex interplay of
life and in the deep and often un
answerable questions about justice
and God and the nature of man
and his purpose, is to a considerable
extent armed and defended against
those personal psychological evils
which flourish
and proliferate in
ignorance and narrowness of mind.
The function of helping the indi
vidual to create himself is so ob
viously one for humanistic educa
tion at all levels that there is no
need to elaborate the topic.
There is, however, one important
qualification to be inserted when
we say that the concern of the hu
manities is the production of the
full "human personality. It is simply
this: man is not merely an indi
vidual, he is a social animal, and
when the humanities neglect the
social aspect of man (as they are
only too likely to do when divorced
from history and political studies)
they actually hinder rather than en
courage the full development of
their human material. There is, un
doubtedly, a certain ultimate lone
liness which the soul must be pre
pared to accept with gladness; but
the lonely soul existing for it own
private ecstasies can be an unhealthy
thing. Only saints and geniuses
can exploit it fully, and surely not
even the most fanatical educator
will claim that education can pro
duce saints and geniuses On the
contrary, education, in all likeli
hood, is a check on such potentiali
ties, and that this should be the
case is perfectly reasonable, if only
because the world ought not to be
plagued by too many people who
think they are saints and geniuses.
Education, unlike the Great God
Pan, will not make a man into a
poet, although it may help a man to
love poetry and a poet to be a bet
ter man.
This topic—which might be de
scribed as the essentially disciplinary
aspect of education—is too large to
enter on at this stage of the pres
ent argument. All that can be said
is that without the disciplines of
method, reason and responsibility
the humanities become the play
ground of eccentric subjectivisms.
The egregious Tattle in Congreve's
Love for Love was not altogether
ridiculous when he remarked: " 'Tis
8

well enough for a servant to be
bred at a university, but the educa
tion is a little too pedantic for a
gentleman." The consciousness of
service is indeed at the heart of
higher educational institutions; were
it not, society would be justified in
dispensing with so expensive a lux
ury as universities.
Here the discussion brings us to
the second, and—in the United
States—sadly neglected function of
the higher, humanistic education:
the fuction of training leaders. A
great paradox appears to emerge at
this point; for it appears that the
liberal education is after all a train
ing for a career. This indeed is the
case, and attempts to avoid such a
conclusion lead only to the stultifi
cation of humanistic education. A
little consideration will show clearly
that, if the maintenance of the vast
structure of higher education by
society is capable of rationalization,
the rationalization ought to be in
social terms rather than in terms of
personal benefits accruing to those
individuals fortunate enough to
have the opportunity of a liberal
education. As far as the scientific,
technical and professional disci
plines are concerned, the benefit to
society is self-evident; the humane
or liberal arts, however, and the
social sciences to a lesser degree, i
have failed in recent years to make
their social contribution clear. This
obscurity is partly the result of mis
leading premises in the humane
studies themselves, and partly due
to the inferiority complex of the
humanities in a democratic, egali
tarian and materialistic society.
Correctly understood, the func
tion of the liberal education—of
which the humanities are the key
stone—is to provide intellectual and
social leaders. To say this is not to
maintain a philosophy of human
inequality; rather, it is to point to
the obvious fact that society is a
unified whole, in which the parts
are responsible to and for each
other. It is also to admit that for
various reasons no community can
provide either the human material
or the economic resources for a
universal advanced education. This
being the case, the responsibility
for sharing their privileges, that is,
for guiding and criticising and
bearing the burden of informed de
cision, devolves upon those whom
society or fortune has marked out
for a university career. The great

social function of the humanities
and in a lesser degree of the other
academic disciplines is, therefore,
the production of men and women
who, whatever their professional
careers may be, wili provide the
core of creative intellectual activity
and of intelligent balanced judg
ment in their community.
This point cannot be too much
stressed in our time. If once it is
clearly recognized the humanities
and their allies, the social studies,
will regain their rightful place in
education. They will also adjust
their educational principles in the
right direction. For the qualities
which the liberal education at its
best produces are precisely those
which a democratic, materialistic and
technological society most needs.
I hey might be listed for brevity's
sake as: the understanding and ap
preciation of human nature and its
problems, the knowledge — both
sympathetic and critical—of ideas,
the ability to see a problem whole
and to make, a balanced judgment
on it, and the wisdom that makes
for sound decisions when un
expected problems arise. The list
could be protracted, but these few
examples are sufficient to illustrate
the point that wide reading, a grasp
of history, an exposure to varied
and contradictory ideas and in
terpretations of life, a knowledge of
the techniques of argument and in
tellectual organization, and a power
of lucid and rigorous expression
are the foundations on which such
qualities are built. They are the
foundations which the humane and
social studies alone can provide.
There is nothing revolutionary in
these ideas about the liberal edu
cation; they have merely been for
gotten. In the past, the liberal ed
ucation, meaning especially
a
grounding in the Greek and Roman
classics and history, with some
logic and rhetoric and mathematics,
was conceived specifically as the
ideal training for a man who might
be expected to undertake heavy
social and political responsibilities.
A man would study these subjects
for the style, the judgment, the
basic standards of comparison and
proportion which they could give
him. With some expansion and
modification of the syllabus, the
same point of view ought to domin
ate the humane studies and litera
ture at the present day.
(Continued on page 16)

No
Vacancy

by F. Frank Le Fever, II

After several generations of
bloody tail-chasing, two billion
people decided to run away from
each other. Hackles raised at the
fear and hatred within themselves
and across the borders, they dug in
for a last-ditch struggle for some
thing—and then dug in a bit deeper
when they discovered what they
were fighting against: two billion
people against one; a world against
death; man against suicide.
Homo sapiens labored hard over
the problem of survival. After
years of study, of heartache and
sacrifice, man found the answer to
the Hydrogen Bomb: the Cosmic
Ray Bomb.
"We've got to go deeper. I he
first quarter mile of the shaft will
be all taken up with baffles and
locks; if it isn't deep enough, we
might as well not sink it.
The man in charge of the Denver

Project was a graduate of the best
mining school in the country. It
was his job to dig Bomb shelters for
a nation. The outstanding member
of a new-born race of moles, he
held the lives of a million and a
half people in his head.
"The Bomb will take our roof
and pour it down on our heads if
it isn't as thick and hard as we can
make it. I'm going to ask for fis
sion—we've got to have it if we're
going to finish!"
Two months and two hundred
debates later, they used fission.
Great mechanical tapeworms fol
lowed in the wake of searing, blast
ing, atomic flames, and poured a
steady stream of crushed and smok
ing rock out of the bowels of the
earth. Day and night, the explo
sions punched and ate their way
into the crust of the planet. Men
stood in the streets and looked at
the mountains, and felt the ground
tremble beneath their feet. Men
watched with awe as the air shim
mered and danced, listened to the
rum bling and belching as those
monstrous fires ate out a mountain's
heart.
They breathed a sigh of relief
when they stopped the fires. The
Scientists put their creature back
in its cage, and men went into the
ground again to scrape out the
poisonous ashes and smother the
lingering pockets of hellfire.
"Jack, let's have the geiger. '
Two grotesque creatures clumped
across the glazed floor of an obsidian cavern, and held their electronic oracle to the wall.
"Damn near over the safety limit
for these suits . . . We'll probably
have to shave off several feet here. '
"Hey, Bill? Send down a convejyor and a couple of drills . . ."
He waited a moment, and then con
tinued to speak into the mike in
his helmet. ". . . And better make
those diamond tooth . . . yeah . . .
it's glass a couple of inches, maybe,
but I think the rest is pretty tough.'
In a few minutes, the machinery
crawled through the corridor to
them, and the two men started them
gnawing at the sides of the chamber.
"Do you suppose this will still
look like a hole in the ground when
they're finished?"
"Are you kidding? It don t have
to look like a hole in the ground.'
"How do you get that?''

"It doesn't have to look like one
—it is! It's a stinking black hole
in the ground no matter what kind
of linoleum and sun lamps they
put in it."
"Yeah, I know what you mean."
"You don't have to look at it;
you can sort of feel it—can't you?"
"You said it."
"I don't know, I always worked
in a mine, and so did my Dad . . .
But what the hell, you could always
go up on top when your shift was
over. Can you see living here?"
"Well, I dunno . . . maybe you
can get used to it."
"Listen, when I'm down here, I
can see my wife and kids out in the
sunshine, and it makes a lot of differenc ain't that right?"
"You said it."
"Just knowing you've got some
body up on top makes you remem
ber there is something besides a
mine shaft and ore faces."
"I'll say."
"I don't know, but I don't want
my kids to grow up in a cave. How
about you?"
"Same here."
"I just hope we don't have to
use it . . . We'd be a helluva lot
better off . . ."
"That's for sure."
"That's for damn sure!"
Like a wary pair of wrestlers, the
giants among nations sparred and
circled each other.
Now one
reached out, then the other, each
drawing back just in time . . .
Men in oak-paneled rooms
blinked in the glare of floodlights
and guessed and double-guessed,
talked and double-talked in a half
o' dozen dialects of the language
of state. They whirled and lunged
in polished-steel speeches, and is
sued dire reports.
In grimy little border states, men
rubbed the sleep out of their eyes
and guessed and double-guessed,
and talked one uncompromising
language. They crawled and ran in
clinging gray mud, and fell, and
tried to crawl . . .
A dozen smoking cities were
traded back and forth, and the
people gave up trying to run. The
rotting results of tactical mistakes
lay clogging streets and streams.
The outskirts of the world became
a proving ground, and proved all
sorts of things.
The civilized world read its
morning paper and asked why Our
9

Boys were being taught to drink
Over There, and why captured cap
tured enemy nurses had to disrobe.
The men in oak-paneled rooms
wired home, and grimy doughfeet
stood on the banks of a frozen
river, and waited. The giants
groped again, touched each other
gingerly, and set themselves for a
fall.
UN AT IMPASSE: PRESDENT
SPEAKS TONIGHT!
"Whattya think—is there going
to be a War?"
"How do I know—do I decide?
Do you?"
"Who decides—the President?"
"Yeah ... all the Politicians.
What do they ever do to stop a
War, huh? Did you ever hear that
one about Diplomats being people
getting you out of trouble you
wouldn't be in if it wasn't for Dip
lomats?"
"Yeah, some joke. That's just
what's going on now, right?"
"Listen, if the right people would
say the word, this stuff would stop
by tomorrow morning."
"Nah, don't give me any of that
—we're in this stuff too deep."
"I don't know, I think they could
stop it."
"So what if they did—who'd
win?"
"Are you kidding, buddy? We'd

all win; you and me, anybody that's
alive wins. That's the way I look
at it."
"What's the matter—you think
they're going to drop The Bomb on
us, tonight?"
"Why not tonight?"
"Listen, how do you know
they've even got one, huh?"
"How do you know they don't?"
"Listen, don't you think the Gov
ernment knows? They got spies . . .
don't worry, they wouldn't act this
way if they didn't know some
thing."
"Oh, yeah? Why wouldn't they
act this way?"
"Nah, they wouldn't do that . . .
would you bluff like that? Hell, I
wouldn't take the chance!"
"Are you a Politician?"
"Do I look like one?"
"How do you know what they're

fused to go, and was killed in a
struggle with the MP's. A news
paper syndicate protested because
no room had been_ provided for
dogs. Sector One paused on the
brink, and started down . . .
One sub-shaft had to go a few
feet deeper. In the dark stone rooms
of the lower levels, one crew
worked overtime, grubbing out just
a bit more space—perhaps to make
room for dogs.
A weary man set his mask and
goggles, and guided his drill to
wards the floor again. He stopped
and strained his ears at a new
sound, then clambered back as the
floor crumbled into a pit at his feet.
"Look out, Jim! It's caving—
gimme a line!"
He grabbed at a rope as it whip
ped through the air, and fastened
it to his harness. Headlight shining,
he leaned over the pit and looked
down . . .
Ten feet below, a grubby little
figure looked up.
^^B ^^B ^^B
It was weeks before the news
leaked out, and still longer before
fbe truth was known; but a brash
young comedian hit the nail on the
head right away:
"Maybe They're digging out for
the same reason that we're digging
in . . .!"

doing?"

"Well, listen . . . no, I don't
know . . . but, hell . . .!"
The easy part was finished; thousands of holes had been dug and
were being filled with factories. The
hard part was just being started.
Census experts and propagandists
and civic leaders got ready to herd
the people into their caves.
Sector One was evacuated and
ready to go under. An old man re-

MRS. BIGELOW ON A BUS
Perhaps on Sundays prestige may force her into stays,
but now, under the cool loose dress,
she wears her body easily:
breasts and abdomen slope in a single line.
The eternity of passion has passed through her
and there she sits, and knits,
mortal in every organ, and in every part.
The raw gold hills of autumn go sliding by.
The news-hawks' prophesies of black disaster
whip against the windows and are gone.
The interurban sways and jolts:
The human predicament remains the same.
The driver tosses words through squeaking seats.
A buzzer sounds.
Mrs. Bigelow smiles and stuffs her knitting in the bag.
See how easily she takes the steps going down!
—H. L. Sutton
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WIDOW

(Note: in the second section, 'sand-bog' refers to Cape Cod.)
I

HDlflOC

The moon is out of focus. Overhead
Birds rattle nonsense in the dirty trees
Against the wind that slaps the windowpane
Five thousand miles from where you left your head.
Now I have grown impatient with distress,
Remembering your blood-black sacrifice
In honor of no god. Four years, .tour years
Your one-page letters have been yellowing,
Rust edges flaking off like ieprosy.
Your face has faded; in mj dreams it whirs
In red and yellow tatters till I bring
Myself out of the sweat I started in.
Dear Jack, November slants against the slush
Of mud and leaves and orange-peeis and rain
Down in the garden where the dogs will rush,
Sleek-haired and venemous. The church bell cracks
Eleven off-notes down the cancered street
The houses of this Cape Cod village clutch.
November, Jack, November's on our backs
As I remember it was long ago
When we went waiking through the piney stretch
In our last year at high school. I was fit t
For almost anything but love, and love
Was all you had to offer. We made love.
My mother nearly whipped me: i was wet,
Soaked to the skin and brown with mud and muck,
But I remember it and want you back.
Come back to me. The dark comes falling down
The years that separate me from your love,
The years you've cheated me in your dirt grave.
II
The morning's blue-black clouds roll down the sky
Over the garden where the leaves, in stacks,
Twist in the flame. Your letters turn to flecks
The wind will sweep in smoke from memory.
November's north-east wind reeled down the street
That day you drove the Buick from the church,
The Buick slung with shoes and orange bits
Of lace-like streamers. We were set to lurch
Down through the years, but you left me for death:
While I was rooting weeds the message came:
Regret: in action, death. And that was all.
My mother, too, deserted me: left home,
Going sixty, ice-blinded, rammed a wall.
They had to cut her head off to remove
The rest of her. Friends pitied me, and I
Was proud of their attention, loving death.
And now I will desert you. Yes. I'll leave
This slate-black town and sand-bog I abhor
And go upstate or down to Florida:
The sun will burn the dirt out of my skin,
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Will change my flesh till I am ready for
borne sort of absolution or for love;
The hot steam baths will make me come alive,
And barbitol or codeine will provide
An end and answer to this life. I've tried
Rejecting you alone. I've failed. Alone
I have resuscitated you, and I
Would like to have a life and flesh to own
That is not buried two feet underground,
Consumed by worms and plant-life overgrown.
Ill
The stars revolve. The whitecaps toss and slide,
Lashing the fishing boats now pitching through
This ocean-storm, the aftermath. The tide
Spews up flat squid and apple-crates and shells
^ere on the beach where seaweed, green and blue,
Dries in the sand and rolls amid sea-swells
That will be gone tomorrow. I will too.
No matter where I go or what I do
As long as I can get away. Our crimes
Are even now that I've deserted you—
Even the worms have used you up by now.
Still I have nothing to look forward to
As fishermen their catch, their homes, their pay,
I move from nothing to uncertainty
As this November cracks against the shore
The north and south-east winds that tear apart
The shredded dune-weeds that will loll or snap
Against my body where I sit. I clap
My mind together. Still I cannot think
Or find romances boiling in my heart.
What can I do? Where can I go? Once more,
As when I was a girl, I 3m alone;
And all these losses I cannot repair.
I move from nothing to uncertainty.
Oh we are even, Jack! Nobody's won.
The wars you fought, I fought, were vain.
How can such soldiers fall in love again
With anything, even death? Now I move
From less than nothing to uncertainty
Your grave is dirt and damp and deep. Stay there.
—Roger Hecbl

SONG
I used to rest where the wild wind blows,
The long iow moan which swiftly goes,
And think myself in great harmony
With the sap-sucked branches of a dead elm tree.
I was brother to the leaves which covered me
And dry and brown in self-pity.
Oh then I was happy in nostalgic pain,
fMv soul being dead could neither lose nor gain.)
but now I own a life which is not my own,
And in this duality my sorrow s grown.
I'm one in two, which is one alone,
And less than a leaf, whose entity
Exists in its barest simplicity,
And proves its life in fragility.
For now I'm immortal emptiness
Identified only with combined caress;
But denial of self is happiness.
—Lorrie Bright
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Kleider macben Lause ein Liederkranz (Clothes
Make the Man: A Song-cycle); Some Imitations
of Heinrich Heine's German

LE SANG DE BOEUF
Antique Vase in St. Louis City Museum

I

Such roundness is a glove for pagan hands,
The apathy of form in circulation;
Its unaccoutred crimson reprimands
Baroque retorts and shrill gyration.
Unmottled with the running sores of paint
And chroncile, it glides a little, not
Entirely witnessing the solemn taint
An overclouded sun puts on a hot
Sprawled day. Antique vases bear
The necromancer's tampering with more
Than costumed lassitude could ever wear
To seal a shattered trembling at its core:
Such formalistic calm amid dismay
Upholds the classic mind against decay.

Dear John

The letter that you wrote me
To say that you were done
Had twelve close-written pages,
With both sides scribbled oh.
It had twelve pages, dearie;
The envelope was large.
Employers are not so windy
In giving a discharge.
II

—George W. Geasey

Despair

I thought 1 could not bear it;
My heart is healing now,
And, as you see, 1 bore it,
But do not ask me how.
Alack! I shold have heeded
My anguished toes themselves.
I cannot wear elevens:
My feet are built for twelves.
Ill

De Profundis

They gave me all kinds of good advice;
They said I should raise my downcast eyes,
And promised me that, if I would wait,
They would protect me against my fate.

NOW, WHEN HER MOUTH
SHAPES WORDS OF LOVE,
she moves so simply

that the mind rebels
and dreams some trick of shadows has combined
to lay such beauty on the eyes:
for after mind has known reality
hard angled words
and mouths which bear a sting,
mind doubts the verity
within so soft a thing . . .
crouched beneath a terror glistening night
I have heard music both sweet and clear
But underlined always

in blackness

of the minor key:
that lips should part

and music pour
so rich with loving thunder to the ear
and have no sadness
more than music's end
oppress the mind,
is miracle
and see:
within my hands flows strength
to build a shrine.
—H. L. Sutton
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But all their fine protection brought
Were hopeful eyes and an empty gut.
Then a marvelous fellow came and said
He would make sure that I was fed.
Marvelous fellow! Thank God I met him.
The hell with the others, I'll never forget him.
I long to embrace him, but never can;
For 1 myself am this excellent man.
IV Intrigue
Past ruin'd Ilion Helen lies,
Heroic wars are finished;
The gods have, in a various guise,
Appreciably diminished.
There is no Hero, by the way,
To watch Leander drown.
We literate lovers of today
Snivel, and write it down.
This writing takes the edges off
The old barbaric passion:
We wish we bellowed loud of love
In ancient singers' fashion.
Dearly beloved little heart,
Helen let Paris rape her.
We canot take the true love's part
Unless we banish paper.
—J atries W" right

"That stone should be cleaned up
one of these days . . . might not
be a bad idea even to put a new
one in but I guess folks around
here sorta like that one."
I turned around to see whose
voice I was hearing and the old
chap had a rather distant look in
his eye as he looked past me to
ward the stone.
"But then again maybe it's better
just to leave the thing the way 'tis.
The only trouble is that strangers
can't never make hide ner hair of
it . . . don't suppose many stop to
look at it though . . . even so, every
now 'n' then somebody asks a ques
tion 'bout it."
Our eyes still hadn't met when 1
turned away from him and stooped
over to read the few words. I
could hardly make them out. The
years had worn away the soft stone
in which they were carved but I
could still make out "Sarrsville Re
members Jake Maitland." I repeated
the words aloud. The old man con
tinued—this time looking at me.
"That stone's got a history, mister.
Like to hear it?"
I told him that I was on my way
to the city hall but I was interested
in the story, if it wouldn't take too
long.
"Might as well set down," he said,
and we walked a few yards across
the little park and found an iron
bench under a tree. "It's been more
'n ninety-seven years now. There
were 'bout two hundred people liv
ing in Sarrsville then ... it was
just like all the rest of the little
desert towns fightin' to make a go
of it out here. Things were goin'
along pretty well too, 'til a feller
by the name of Sam Jenkins and
his cronies came to town."
The old man thoughtfully bit off
the tip of his cigar and lighted it
with a kitchen match.
"Anyway, Sam wasn't no good. Oh,
he was smart enough, shrewd as a
mountain cat, but he just never used
his brains for anything but shad\
business. I guess he came from back
east some place. Nobody ever knew,
really. Like I said though, he rode
into town one day with his friends
and they were all dressed fit to kill.
Then he started makin' speeches
on Saturday nights Let me tell you
that Sam Jenkins was a real smooth
talker and before anyone kness
what happened he had the whole
town convinced that he ought to be
put in charge. They all believed
that in Sam was their chance to

change Sarrsville from a wide place
in the road to a real important city.
Some people still think Sam was
sincere then. They claim that somethin' went outa whack in his head
when he started makin' some of his
sly moves. But as I was sayin', Sam
and his boys had the people of this
town right in the palm of his hand.
They obeyed him like they would a
god or somethin'. Sam would stand
up in church on a Sunday and say,
'Brothers and Sisters, I hate to tell
you this but Sarrsville just has to
have a little more cash to finish the
new road. I nope you won't mind
if you're called upon to meet a little
tax levy on your horses.' Nobody
uestioned Sam 'bout matters
ever ques
like that. They all paid up and
never said a word. Sam did do a
few little things around the place to
keep the people happy . . . mostly
thin gs like paintin' the jailhouse and
suchL . . . things that were easy to
see. But most of the tax money
went right into his pocket and the
pockets of his boys. Sam did a lot
of spendin' around here and lived
in the biggest house in Sarrsville
but nobody ever wondered where he
got the money for all that, much
less suspect that it was their own
tax money he was usin'. He just
looked like the type of man that'd
been rich all his life and always
would be. Besides people were too
busy tendin' their own affairs and
tryin' to make ends meet one way
or 'nother. And when they weren't
busy Sam was always right there
with a big party for them at his
house or a picnic somewhere or
somethin'. Yessir, they loved Sam
Jenkins, the people of Sarrsville
did."
I took off my coat, loosened my
tie and reached for a cigarette. The
old man saw me and gave me a
light with one of his kitchen matches
without a break in his story.
"The whole thing was a pretty
eas\ set-up for Sam during them
days 'til Jake Maitland came along.
He's the feller they put the stone
there for. Jake was my grandad.
That's how I come to know all
about this. Jake had a few acres
out north of town and he kept
pretty much to himself all along
"til he started to take an interest
in the way Sam was runnin' the
Jake ever was
town. I don't think
....
much for Sam and his boys. Nobodv ever know why but Jake just
didn't take a shine to Sam like

everybody else did. Then Jake
started snoopin' around 'bout the
tax money and the people found
out what he was doin' and hated
him for even thinkin' that their be
loved Sam Jenkins would steal. The
feeling got so bad around town that
people even quit tradin' with Jake
and he got to be poor as a church
mouse. But he still kept nosin"
around in Sam's business and that
worried Sam 'cause he thought Jake
might just accidental like stumble
across somethin' that would start
everybody else snoopin' around.
Old Sam was too smart to let any
thing like that happen so he fixed
it up so's it'd look like Jake stole
a horse. That was the worst thing
that could've happened to poor ola
Jake. The town didn't like him
anyway for thinkin' bad things
about their Sam so they upped and
hanged him right here in this park.
Then's when Sam made his big
mistake. He was so happy over the
way he'd fixed things up that he
threw another big party out at his
house for the whole town to come
and celebrate their 'bringin' a cri
minal to justice."
The old man took a long last
drag off his cigar and dropped it
in the tall grass and watched it un
til the smoke filtered up through.
Then he turned and looked at mc
again.
" Nobody ever forgot that party
o' Sam's. In the first place it was
the biggest one he'd ever had but
more 'n that It was the last one.
There was a lot of drinkin' goin'

The
Debt
by Richard C. Gerken, Jr.
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on and a couple of Sam's boys got
crazy drunk and blowed it all
around 'bout how they'd tricked
poor old Jake. Well, Sam and his
boys left town that night afore the
people could get their hands on
im. Nobody ever heard of him
agin . . . good thing tool But that
ain't the end of the story. Folks
began to wonder how they were
goin' to make up fer what they u
done to Jake so they all went out
to his little farm that very night.
I hear tell that they, even some of
the menfolk, broke down and cried
like babies when they saw that
sight. There was poor oid Jake's
dead wife on the bed. The doc said
she just died of a broken heart. But
Jake's boy was all right. He must've
been 'bout five or six then and the
Bradley's over here on Orchard
took him in and raised him. Well,
the boy grew up, Bill was his name,
and Bill was just like his pappy.
He started to take an interest in his
home town just like his dad and
when he got old 'nough the people
all got together and durned if they
didn't make him their mayOr. He
was a good one too 'til he died
'bout ten years back. Yessir, the
people of SarrsviUe never forgot
poor old Jake Maitland."
He slapped his hands down hard
on his knees and got up slowly.
"Well, I guess that's about it,
son. Where'd you say you were
goin' . . . over t' the city hall?"
"Yes", I answered as 1 picked up
my coat, "I was on my way over
to see the mayor."
"Fll walk over that way with ya,
son. What'd ya want to see me
about?"

AN APPEAL TO THE
HUMANITIES (Con't)
If this reorientation were achieved
the revival of the humanities and
the clearing of our literary and in
tellectual skies would be within the
realms of probability. The popular
audience might be led from within
by the men and women with a sense
of social vocation produced by the
education they had received; the at
traction of esotericism would fade;
the educational techniques of the
humanities at the universities would
be modified to serve purposes
other than those of the mere ac
cumulation of knowledge; learned
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scholarship in the humanities and
social studies might take a less
pedantic and barren road. It might
even happen that the Armed
Services and the departments of the
government would look to the
colleges and universities for some
thing more than mere technical ex
perts; they might become aware of
the fact that a good officer or a
good civil servant might have
qualities other than the ability to
use logarithms or understand a per
sonnel chart. There are many minor
indications of a growing realization
on the part of important elements
in American society of the especial
value of the liberally-educated man;
but these hints must be taken by
the educators if the potential re
vival of humane studies is to take
place.
Here, then, is the great hope for
a renaissance of literature, specula
tion and the humane and social
studies today. The road which was
not taken when the challenges of
democracy, materialism and science
came must be found again. With
the resurgence of a consciousness of
social function and social responsi
bility, the liberal studies may take
on new life and vigor. The reorien
tation of effort and purpose should
undoubtedly begin on all front!
that of creative literature and criti-'
cism, that of graduate work in the
humanities and social studies, as
well as in the courses of colleges
and universities. Of these the under
graduate courses are the most im
portant. In them leisurely reading,
full
and
leisurely
judgment,
leisurely writing and thinking
ought to replace the mercenary
pressure and gluttony oi the present
system. In the humane studies, es
pecially if they are to help to form
the leaders of society, quality of
understanding is infinitely more im
portant than quality of knowledge,
and sound judgment more desirable
than the mimetic agglomeration of
facts or undigested ideas. One short,
incisive, original paper on a literary
or speculative topic, based on pri
vate study and showing a personal
awareness of great problems, is
worth a whole semester of predigested pabulum regurgitated in the
examination room.
This is not a belated plea for "pro
gressive" education or for the treat
ment of the humanities as fields for
the fancy-free. On the contrary, it
is a plea for the application of

appropriate methods of work, of in
struction, and of graduate prepara
tion in the humanities and social
studies; it is a warning to the ex
ponents of these disciplines not to
attempt to compete with experi
mental sciences or technical subjects
on terms unsuited to humane studies.
Of course there will always be
philosophers who wish to be
scientific and mathematical, literary
experts concerned with statistics of
vocabularly on the scientific meas
urement of phonetic qualities, and
social scientists concerned with
quantitative and empirical tests:
there is no need to declare war on
such approaches to learning. What
must be recognized is that these ap
proaches are not fruitful for the
average student of the humanities
and that they emphasize aspects of
learning with which the humani
ties are relatively unconcerned.
The really important decisions
and judgements in life—for indi
viduals as for communities—are not
made on the basis of accurately
measured facts or scientifically cal
culable predictions. The general
and his staff planning an attack or
ma king adjustments in the course of
a campaign, the man or woman de
ciding on marriage, or divorce, or
adjustment to some difficult situa
tion, the statesman and his advisors
cons idering the next steps in a dip
lomatic negotiation, the doctor pre
scribing a course of treatment with
an eye to the temperament and
general outlook of his patient, or
the voter wondering how to cast
his ballot, these are a few examples
of the activities which depend for
success upon the sense of antecedent
probability, upon trained intuitive
observation, and upon broad and
sympathetic understanding.
To
these types of decisions scientific
knowledge and statistical informa
tion are essential but subservient; in
the man responsible for making the
decision the qualities required are
preeminently those which the hu
manistic education in its true sense
will provide. A man who has
learned how to study, think about,
and write and talk intelligently
about controversial and interpreta
tive human problems, will seldom
be at a loss when faced with new
problems involving human nature
and human potentiality. He may
make wrong decisions: but he will
surely not feel himself utterly help
less in contact with clashing ini-

ponderables; rather he will recog
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nize the difficulty of his situation
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as part and parcel of the long and
fascinating struggle of mankind to
live rightly and make subtle distinc
tions, and he will think, as he
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wrestles with his problem, "I have
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been here before: Tolstoy was here,
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Shakespeare was here, Plato was
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here—or, perhaps, Athenian democ
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racy was here, or the American Rev
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olutionaries."
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coherent if often ambiguous expres
sion of man's yearnings, achieve
ments, dilemmas and failures, and
above all they are a permanent chal
lenge to every man and woman in
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viting them, as long as life lasts, to
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read, to think, and to face new and
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old ideas with critical, appreciative
and balanced understanding. Here,
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in its simplest terms, is a program
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and purpose for teachers and stu
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dents, writers and critics, and men
and women with the sense of re
sponsibility upon them:
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One man with a dream, at
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pleasure,
Shall go forth and conquer a
crown,
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And three with a new song's
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The verse is hackneyed, and a trifle
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extravagant, but, even in the epoch
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atomic bombs and dialectical
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materialism, it goes to the heart of
the matter.
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THE BLESSING OF STIGMATA
THE FIGURE OF FRANCIS
IN ST. FRANCIS IN ECSTASY
BY GIOVANNI BELLINI
Before the white depth of the morning glory,
the emerald and ruby bird had stopt
and dipt syringe in the white world, while fury
of blurred wings whirred; and sweetness was uncupt:
Before the gold depth of the glowing morning,
blithe Francis stood, to pray. His praying was
the dance, within his stillness and unturning,
that stirred and altered his whole being, as
the risen Lord bestowed His grace upon him
in ecstacy of His beatitude
until its beauty had totally undone him
and his tired body lay in attitude
of his exhaustion, but given to the Lord:
thenafter his head hands feet were starred.
—Joseph Williams

THE HIGH WIRE
Three years tonight recalls, since first I shook.
:>v\ ung sadly, toppled, then fell off the circus
Wire of my nerves. I was awake
But dreamed my body wandered in an air
Where days described no wisdom, warmth, or wonder
Who could stay a flight no thunder spawned.
The bottom of a well was where I woke.
The dusky, certain, serried bottom of
A well was where I woke. Winter, like
A prowling child with blur and one bald question
For a face, discovered my ungrace.
Gone the unstrung wire, gone the unlonely
Crowd who clapped my palsied walk, gone
The light, the thunder, the desire to
Be loved and, more, to love some you, who never
Walked or wished or wondered or who was.
Gone the knife above my groin that steered
My careful steps, that stole the string from under
My unhallowed toes. Gone the stars,
The lethal autumn, and the thrones, the crowns,
The pomp I played, the luring peace I plied—
The bottom of a well was where I woke.
Three years tonight recalls, since first I shook.
Three years of yous my nerves had not to aurse:
The air was flesh, and wisdom, warmth, and wonder
Shined my skin. I learned there was no sense
To wires whose tricks forgot this flesh. For now
The crowd still lived, and clapped till I was born.
—Jay Gell ens
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Comment and Review

POETRY REVIEW
The Mills of the Kavanaughs by Robert Lowell
The Seven League Crutches by Randall Jarrell

Lowell's new book contains sev
en first-person
narrative poems.
The longest of these, the title poem,
(which is more than six hundred
lines of sixteen line stanzas in iam
bic pentameter, sometimes couplets),
concerns a widow in the garden of
her husband's family home playing
somewhat dishonestly at solitaire and
thinking of her dead husband, his
suicide, her life before and after
his death, and the terms she has
not come to with her situation. To
make this woman seem real and
alive in all her complexities is of
course a difficult job which neces
sitates for Lowell not only an
ironic pastoral setting behind the
complex structure of psychological
naturalism but the invocation of
certain symbols. It is not altogether
surprising that some of the symbol
ism is stated rather than demon
strated, that the grammatical con
structions at times confuse and ob
fuscate the issue; but I think the
major failure in this extremely am
bitious poem is that one cannot
believe this is a woman letting her
mind down. This inability to make
the characters speak in a credible
manner to a certain extent affects
the other poems in this book, not
ably David and Bathsheba. But
what is an astonishing near-miss in
The Mills of the Kavanaughs turns
into complete success in Her Dead

Brother: the power of rhetoric, the
force of the symbols driven home
here achieves a sort of terrible dig
nity. Falling Asleep over the Aeneid
and Mother Marie Therese are ex
pert and brilliant poems; and these
three show Lowell at his very best.
The graces one would like to see in
Lowell are few: humor; variety of
characters, moods and situations;
and perhaps a relaxation of the
tension in his work or of the rigidity of the iambic pentameter line.
Jarrell is quite relaxed in his
poems, able to joke seriously or hu
morously, and thoroughly in con
trol of the pity and compassion he
displays in the characters he creates
in these monologues. This poetry,
as distinguished from Lowell s, is
brought to its fullest power when
it is read aloud. This of course
places a greater emphasis on the
words in the poems and a lesser
emphasis on the literary allusions,
jarrell has overcome the easy irony
he once exhibited in his poetry,
which has enabled him to strike at
more kinds of people in the one
sort of predicament he seems to
notice everywhere. His people are
the strays of the world, the lost and
the unwanted. This kind of poetr)
can easily fall into some banal,
pathetic and sentimental observations if it is not controlled by a

man who has not only mastered the
experiences involved but is able to
suggest rather than to explain or
describe a dilemma. Jarrell has
achieved this in his loose rhythms,
his simple and straightforward lang
uage (there are not many conges
tions of polysyllables or latinical
words in these poems), and by his
ability to make clear in a few lines
the specific situation of a poem and
then suggest the significance. This
is a fine accomplishment; and time
and time again in this book he suc
ceeds without forcing or contriving
his images, his characters, his lan
guage. There are many examples of
this in f be Seven League Crutches,
here are a few: A Soul, The Truth,
Hope, A Conversation with the
Devil, The Island, A Girl in the
Library.
Both Lowell and Jarrell are will
ing to experiment, try new forms,
new subjects. This willingness to
range and the ability to adapt
methods for handling these varied
situations in at once a modern and
traditionally romantic manner make
these two members of that small
company of young poets (which
would have to include, I think.
Karl Shapiro, Dylan Thomas and
Alun Lewis) who have made large
and genuine contributions to those
people who still enjoy the sight and
sound of our language.
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THE SAD SEASON
MAKES THE YOUNG MAN LAX
My heart, my heart is heavy,
Though joyous shines the May;
Leaning beneath the lindens,
High on the fort I stay.
Beneath me the blue waters
Of the quiet town-moat flow;
A boy in a skiff is wandering;
He angles and whistles below.
Beyond, arising friendly
In tiny colored hoods,
Villas, gardens, and people,
Oxen, meadows, and woods.
The girls are bleaching laundry,
Or playing in the grass;
The millwheel showers diamonds,
I hear its humming pass.
A sentry-house is standing
On the tower above the town.
A crimson-coated fellow
Goes pacing up and down.

HOTEL FIRE
As you are running downward iast those glass
And glaring windows which the flames spurt at
Within from beds and bureaus, running past
Ledge after ledge, sensing your cheeks press flat
Upon your skill by force of air, unbound
And running limber in a such of wind—
What are you thinking of? Do you think down
To those half-scared police who know your mind
To crush your body at their feet and would
Be much relieved to stop you if they could.
Or in your running, ever softly going,
Do you think past those sparkled window panes
Into the burning beds, the fire blowing
Their occupants, like you, into the reign
Of angel voices from the coiling crowd
Who cannot hear your whirr through their loud calls?
In falling dreams, which I had as a child,
The mob exhaled me upward from my falls
In a long cool ascent with a light swish
To where I put the fire out with a wish.
No fire burns you who have leapt so soon;
And we down in the crowd, like worms or fish—
Watching your fire as they watch our sun
Out of its context through a sea or mist,
Ponder the choice of burning or of falling,
Fire or earth. Now close to our horizon,
Now thudding, and already you are paling
In our imagination and our reason.
No moth would die in water, in fire no worm,
We keep our birthrights and are drowned or burned.
—Nicholas L. M. Crome
20

He fools around with his musket
That gleams in the sunset, red.
Presenting arms, and shouldering—
I wish he would shoot me dead.
—James Wright
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liis nimble-minded nutcracker almost tumbled for those
tricky cigarette mildness tests. But he worked himself
out of a tight spot when he suddenly realized that cigarette
mildness just can t be judged by a mere puff or one single sniff.
Smokers everywhere have reached this conclusion—there's just
one real way to prove the flavor and mildness of a cigarette.
Jf's the sensible test... the 30-I)ay Camel Mildness Test, which
simply asks vou to try Camels as your steady smoke—oil a
pack-after-pack, day-after-day basis. No snap judgments. Once
. you've enjoyed Camels for 30 days in your " I -Zone'
(T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why - -.

After all the Mildness Tests • • •

Camel leads all ether brands bybillions

